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* Scan a specified IP address list in local ARP table and update the ARP table with the same IP address that you
are scanning, and a different MAC address. * Also supports to update the MAC address of an ARP entry with a

different IP address and same MAC address. * The file can be updated from the command line. * It can scan
multiple IP address lists. * It can update an IP list from the command line. * It can update one IP address list from
the command line. * It supports file-locking to prevent that multiple threads at the same time scan the same IP list.
* It can also update MAC address in ARP table. * This application also supports to send ICMP ECHO requests to
the interface that will be modified. * This application also supports to delete the IP address from specified ARP

entry from the ARP table. * This application also supports to allow or reject the ARP replies. * It also supports to
delete the MAC address from specified ARP entry from the ARP table. * It can automatically remove the selected

MAC address if it cannot be removed from the selected IP address. * It supports to remove/modify the IP and
MAC address from the selected IP address. * Supports to specify the change type: DEL or MOD. * Supports to
specify the number of the ARP entry to be modified: 1 or 0. * Supports to specify the MAC address of the ARP
entry to be modified. * Supports to specify the MAC address of the selected IP address. * Supports to specify the
IP address of the selected IP address. * Supports to specify the IP address of the selected IP address. * Supports to

specify the destination IP address. * Supports to specify the destination MAC address. * Supports to specify the
source IP address. * Supports to specify the source MAC address. * Supports to specify the MAC address. *

Supports to specify the IP address. * Supports to specify the filename that can be used to update the ARP entries. *
Supports to specify the start
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================== The KEYMACRO utility can generate crypto keys for the specified number of clients.
The generation can be done offline or online. The number of clients can be specified in client.txt file or command
line arguments. The primary difference between KEYMACRO and other crypto key generation applications is that
it can generate crypto keys for multiple clients simultaneously. If you want to use your own key files or private key
files instead of default ones, specify the following option on the command line: keymacro:PERSISTENT=1 When

offline crypto key generation is used, the generated keys are kept in specified files, such as:
keymacro:~/keys/client1.pem keymacro:~/keys/client2.pem keymacro:~/keys/client3.pem This way the keys

generated can be reused for many different clients. Since, the application uses MD5 to create crypto keys, it is
recommended that you use crypto key files, instead of keys you have in your current keychain. The KEYMACRO
utility can be run both offline or online. When offline crypto key generation is used, the process generates keys in

the system's current directory and then stores them in the specified files. When online crypto key generation is
used, the specified files are loaded and the process generates keys in those files. To generate offline crypto keys,

please execute: keymacro -G To generate online crypto keys, please execute: keymacro -G -f file.txt For the
detailed output information, please execute: keymacro -V The KEYMACRO utility can also be used to generate

the offline crypto keys. In this case, if the specified number of clients is larger than the number of files generated,
the clients are generated in the specified directory. WARNING: Before running the KEYMACRO utility, ensure

that your system is prepared to generate offline crypto keys. To generate offline crypto keys, please execute:
keymacro -G To generate online crypto keys, please execute: keymacro -G -f file.txt For the detailed output

information, please execute: keymacro -V See also: * 77a5ca646e
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- **ARP state:** ARP Table is updated, if there is any change of current or any ARP entry. - **ARP cache
time:** ARP entries that have been in cache for this period of time are removed from cache. - **ARP cache
size:** Number of ARP entries that have been in cache. - **ARP cache state:** Cache state of the table. - **ARP
cache interval:** Cache interval of the table. - **ARP Tx interval:** Tx interval of ARP packets (or at least ARP
queries if there is no ARP package). AntiSpoof Uses: - If there is no configuration file, then a parameter file has to
be specified as argument. - If there is no parameter file, then the configuration parameters are read from current
environment. AntiSpoof Options: - **-h**, **--help**: Displays a help screen. - **-v**, **--version**: Displays
the version. - **-o**, **--operation**: Specify the operation. - **-f**, **--file**: Specify file name to use as the
configuration file. - **-c**, **--cachesize**: Specify the number of ARP entries in cache. - **-t**, **--time**:
Specify the ARP cache time interval (msec). - **-i**, **--interval**: Specify the ARP Tx interval (msec). -
**-a**, **--add**: Add a record to the configuration file. - **-d**, **--del**: Delete a record from the
configuration file. - **-r**, **--rename**: Change name of specified record in configuration file. - **-s**,
**--state**: Change the ARP cache state of the specified record. - **-l**, **--list**: Display list of configuration
entries. - **-?**, **--help**: Displays a help screen. AntiSpoof Command Examples: To display the current

What's New in the AntiSpoof?
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 Processor: Intel® Core™ i5 or AMD equivalent
Intel® Core™ i5 or AMD equivalent Memory: 6 GB RAM 6 GB RAM Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 4000 /
AMD Radeon™ HD 7700 series / Nvidia Geforce® GT 650M Intel® HD Graphics 4000 / AMD Radeon™ HD
7700 series / Nvidia Geforce® GT 650M DirectX: Version 11 or higher Version 11
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